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Agenda today
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The problem
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We want infinite growth in a world with finite resources
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Source: https://anthropocenejournal.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/fig-1-great_acceleration_small.jpg (based on Steffen et al. 2015)
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We live in a linear economy

1. Unsustainable business models driving fast
rate of consumption
2. Short product lifetimes leading to high levels
of waste
3. Loss of value embedded in products and
materials

.eu

Unsustainable business models
•

Unsustainable business models focused on “volume over
value”, discounting and bulk-buys, are widespread

•

These lead to waste - e.g. food waste of 30-50% - but also
overconsumption

•

In the last 15 years, clothing production has doubled, while
the average number of times a garment is worn before it
ceases to be used has dropped by nearly 40%

•

Globally, one garbage truck of textiles, is sent to landfill or
incinerated every second

Reinecke et al. (2019) Business Models & Labour standards. Ethical trading Initiative. & Bocken & Short (2021) Unsustainable Business Models. Journal of Cleaner Production. Ellen MacArthur
6
Foundation (2017). A new Textiles Economy. Images: pexels.com & https://resource.co/article/putting-fast-fashion-out-fashion-emf-unveils-new-design-clothing-industry-12275
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Unneeded purchases
•

A UK survey found that 82% of adults have regretted a purchase in the past
… Workers work overtime on low wages to produce stuff that is wasted

Skelton & Allwood, (2017). Questioning demand: a study of regretted purchases in Great Britain.
Images: Wikipedia and Pxfuel.com
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Short lifetimes, high waste
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Loss of value embedded in the product

Value Hill source
Achterberg et al. 9
Master circular business models with the Value Hill. White paper, September 2016
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Maintaining value in the product
Secondhand

Value Hill source
Value Hill source
10
et al.circular
Master circular
business
models
the Value
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Whitepaper,
paper, September
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Consequences of the linear economy

http://geology.com/sea-level-rise/netherlands.shtml
https://ejatlas.org/conflict/the-aral-sea-dried-due-to
Nasa Observatory data
https://www.ipcc.ch
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The solution
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Circular economy
What is a circular economy?
"Circular economy supports
sustainable development by aiming to
secure the resources to sustain our
current and future generations.
This is achieved by applying four distinct
strategies:
narrowing, closing, slowing and
regenerating resource loops.”

Brundtland, 1987; Bocken et al., 2016; 2021; Stahel, 2010;
Konietzko et al., 2020; McDonough & Braungart, 2002

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020’s European Research
Council (ERC) funding scheme under grant agreement No 850159
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Circular economy
Circular strategies
What is a circular economy?
"Circular economy supports
sustainable development by aiming to
secure the resources to sustain our
current and future generations.
This is achieved by applying four distinct
strategies:
narrowing, closing, slowing and
regenerating resource loops.”

Narrow:
Using less resources per product

Flows

Slow:
Use products longer, consume less
Close:
Post-consumer recycling
Regenerate:
Improving natural ecosystems

Brundtland, 1987; Bocken et al., 2016; 2021; Stahel, 2010;
Konietzko et al., 2020; McDonough & Braungart, 2002

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020’s European Research
Council (ERC) funding scheme under grant agreement No 850159

Bocken, N. M. P., Stahel, W., Dobrauz, G., Koumbarakis, A., Obst, M., Matzdorf, P. (2021), Circularity as the new normal. Future fitting Swiss business strategies. WWF Switzerland and PWC.
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Narrow
(less
resources,
material per
product)
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Small lightweight shared cars

- Less material
- Less energy in use
- Shared with others

Narrow
loops
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Closing
(e.g.,
recycling)
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Reuse material in products

Enabled by using:
- One material
- Design for upgrading: easy
to dismantle and repair and
maintain

Close
loops

.eu

Slowing
(Product life
extension;
use what is
needed best)
x
.eu

Better but less?

Slow
loops
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Regeneration
(using renewables &
improving the natural
environment)

x
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Regenerating polluted areas

• Ocean-Cleanup: non-profit who
develops and scales new
technologies to remove plastic from
the sea and rivers
• Recent test: 29,000 kg plastic
removed
• Aim: put themselves ‘out of
business’ by finishing the ‘cleanup’
• Scaling: donations, collaborations,
selling sunglasses from ocean plastic

Regenerate
loops

x
.eu
https://theoceancleanup.com/

Regenerating biodiversity

• Patagonia Provisions: the outdoor
company’s food business
• The idea: bring back more wild
salmon in nature through
collaboration
• Some outcomes: removing dams,
regaining 10,000s of wild salmon

Regenerate
loops

x
.eu

https://www.patagonia.com/stories/save-our-wild-salmon/story-18409.html

The reality
Recycling rates in EU
< 50%

• The circular economy is still in
its infancy
• There is a business focus on cost
saving efficiencies and recycling
• Slowing the loop and regeneration
are still nascent strategies

Based e.g. on a study of S&P 500 practices in: Bocken, Ritala & Huotari (2017). J. Industrial Ecology. And Bocken et al. (2022)
Frontiers in Sustainability
https://www.eea.europa.eu/ims/waste-recycling-in-europe
https://www.remanufacturing.eu/assets/pdfs/remanufacturing-market-study.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220401IPR26537/right-to-repair-meps-want-more-durable-and-more-easilyrepairable-products
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2019/640158/EPRS_BRI(2019)640158_EN.pdf

Remanufacturing
In EU 1.9%

Repair: 77%
would prefer
repair than
buy new, but
the price is
often too
.eu high

The future
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From challenges to solutions

• We don’t do enough

à Experimentation

• What we do might not be
good enough

à Sufficiency & Regeneration

.eu

The need for experimentation
- towards circular service business models
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Why experiment towards circular
service business models?
• Environmental impact reductions up to ~ 90% for service oriented business
models - rental, subscription, paying per use - compared to just selling a product
•
•
•

The consumer receives the service (e.g. clean laundry) but the service provider can
optimise the process and reduce cost behind it
The service provider is incentivised to make the product last and make best use of
materials: reusing products and materials saves cost
The service provider might pay for the use cost – e.g. for fuel in the case of car sharing

• However, corporates lag behind with circular service business models
• And the transition towards a circular business takes time and evidence on positive
impact is lacking
Tukker, A. (2004). Business strategy and the environment, 13(4), 246-260.
Ritala, et al. . (2018). J. Cleaner Production, 170,
.eu 216-226.
Bocken, N., Mugge, R., Bom, C., Lemstra, H. 2018.. J. Cleaner Production. 198, 498-510.
www.circularx.eu

H&M circular economy example
2010

Vision and goals

Clothing care
and repair

2011

2012

H&M Conscious (Actions) with
7 commitments, e.g. be climate smart,
reduce, reuse, recycle, use natural
resources responsibly)

H&M clothing care info
On website

2013

2014

Partnership Ellen
MacArthur Foundation
announced

Clever care
labels
announced

2015

2016

New vision:
100% leading the chance
100% circular & renewable
100% fair & equal

Clevercare.info website

2017

2018

Goals: to use only recycled
and sustainably produced
materials by 2030 and to be
climate-positive throughout
the value chain by 2040
Groundwork for
Take Care pilot

2019

2020

New CEO: Helena
Lead the change
towards circular and Helmersson
climate positive fashion
while being a fair and
equal company

Take Care pilot in German flagship store in
Hamburg & Take care website

Majority stake in 2nd hand platform Sellpy
Online trial vintage garments online
Sweden, brand & Other stories

Re-commerce

Weekday – second hand & vintage
Rental subscription trial at brand COS
China with YCloset
Rental service Stockholm occasional rental

Rental/
subscription

Collaboration COS & Renewal Workshop
V.2 + 3 of collaboration more markets

Refurbishment

Conscious
collection
Garment
collection
programme

First ‘Conscious Collection’ launched
First ‘garden
collection’ - environmentally conscious materials

First products made with recycled fibres from
collected clothes

Garment Collection Garment collection launched for H&M Group
launched Focus on implementing garment recycling systems in all new markets within six months of opening
Stockholm
This project has received
fundinginnovations.
from the European
European
H&M’s circular
Source: Union’s
Bocken, Horizon
N. (2021)2020’s
Circular
BusinessResearch
Models – mapping experimentation in multinational firms. In: Kopnina, H., Poldner, K.A., (Eds).”
Council (ERC) funding scheme under grant agreement
No 850159
Circular
Economy: Challenges and opportunities for ethical and sustainable business”, Routledge.
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Goals: to use only recycled
and sustainably produced
materials by 2030 and to be
climate-positive throughout
the value chain by 2040
Groundwork for
Take Care pilot

2019

2020

New CEO: Helena
Lead the change
towards circular and Helmersson
climate positive fashion
while being a fair and
equal company

Business model
innovations (rental
services, vintage,
Majority stake in 2 hand platform Sellpy
secondhand,
Online trial vintage garments online
Sweden, brand & Other stories
subscription)

Take Care pilot in German flagship store in
Hamburg & Take care website

nd

Re-commerce

Material and Product innovations

Weekday – second hand & vintage

Rental subscription trial at brand COS
China with YCloset
Rental service Stockholm occasional rental

Rental/
subscription

Collaboration COS & Renewal Workshop
V.2 + 3 of collaboration more markets

Refurbishment

Conscious
collection
Garment
collection
programme

First ‘Conscious Collection’ launched
First ‘garden
collection’ - environmentally conscious materials
Garment Collection
launched Stockholm

Circular business
model
experimentation
Garment collection launched for H&M Group
Focus on implementing garment recycling systems in all new markets within six months of opening
space
First products made with recycled fibres from
collected clothes

This project has received
the European
2020’s
European
Research
H&M’sfunding
circularfrom
innovations.
Source:Union’s
Bocken,Horizon
N. (2021)
Circular
Business
Models – mapping experimentation in multinational firms. In: Kopnina, H., Poldner, K.A., (Eds).”
Council (ERC) funding scheme under grant agreementCircular
No 850159
Economy: Challenges and opportunities for ethical and sustainable business”, Routledge.
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Experimentation processes
• An iterative approach to develop and
test circular value propositions in a
real-life context with customers and
stakeholders, starting with a shared
goal
• It involves rapid learning based on
empirical data to provide evidence on
circular value propositions
• Iterations involve increased
complexity of experiments
• There is a learning focus on initiating
wider transitions, such as
transforming consumer behaviours for
the circular economy

Iterative experimentation process

Desirability

Define purpose
and value
proposition

Feasibility

Measures
of success

Viability

Pilot with
customers

Circularity

Bocken,
N.,the
Kraaijenhagen,
C., Konietzko,
J., Brown,
Baldassarre,
B., Schuit, C. Experimentation practices with new business model strategies for the Circular Economy . Research Handbook of Innovation for a
This project has received funding
from
European Union’s
Horizon
2020’sP.,European
Research
Circular Economy. Edward Elgar Publishing
.eu
Council (ERC) funding scheme under grant agreement No 850159
Bocken, N. M., Weissbrod, I., & Antikainen, M. (2021). Business model experimentation for the circular economy: definition and approaches. Circular Economy and Sustainability, 1(1), 49-81.

Experimentation examples

1.
In-shop experiment

2.
Online experiment

3.
Customer experiment

© Copyright M&S

1.
2.
3.

Bocken, N. Weissbrod et al. (2017). Economics & Policy of Energy & The Environment (EPEE)
3. Schuit, C.
S. C.,
Baldassarre,
B., & Bocken,
N. from
(2017).
Sustainable
experimentation
practices:
evidence from three start-ups.
This
project
has received
funding
the
Europeanbusiness
Union’smodel
Horizon
2020’s European
Research
In PLATE: Product
And Thescheme
Environment
(pp.grant
370-376).
IOS Press.
CouncilLifetimes
(ERC) funding
under
agreement
No 850159
Bocken, N., Mugge et al. (2018). Journal of Cleaner Production
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Case study ‘born circular’:
Circular Business Model Experimentation

14/06/2022
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Installation,
repair & removal
is included in the
price

Differentiated
pricing to stimulate
energy efficiency

PAY
PER
USE

Tracking
device sends
usage data to
Homie

Starting with washing machines
Washing machine prices to drive sustainable behaviour:
A cold wash

€0.75 (incl. VAT)

A 20°C wash

€0.85 (incl. VAT)

A 30°C wash

€1.00 (incl. VAT)

A 40°C wash

€1.50 (incl. VAT)

A 60°C wash

€2.00 (incl. VAT)

A 90°C wash

€2.50 (incl. VAT)

Using the ECO button will save you €0.25 each wash.

See for latest info: www.homiepayperuse.com

Changing laundry behaviour
Customers wash less and at lower temperatures when nudged by Homie
temperature/wash

16
15
14
13
12
11
10
0 1 2 3 4 5

Months of usage

50 --45 --40 ---35 --30 -

Participants! >40 ℃
All participants

0 1 2 3 4 5

Months of usage

See also: Bocken, N. M., Mugge, R., Bom, C. A., & Lemstra, H. J. (2018). Pay-per-use business models as a driver for sustainable consumption: Evidence from
the case of HOMIE. Journal of Cleaner Production, 198, 498-510.
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Circular Economy:
A story of “less and more”
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“Less”: Sufficiency
Because we live on a finite planet..

.eu

“Less”: Sufficiency
While a certain amount of consumption is needed, we
need to question how, and how much we consume
Consuming less can be enabled by business:
•

Longer lasting products

•

Second hand marketplaces

•

Design for multiple lifetimes

•

Frugal innovations (less complex, less resource intense)

•

Sharing (clothes, cars etc)

•

Alternatives to materialistic consumption (e.g., green
spaces, socialising)
.eu

“More”: Regeneration
Because significant environmental damage has been done ..

.eu

“More”: Regeneration
Regeneration – securing your future
resource supply and conserving the
environment you need
•

How can we de “more good” rather than
“less bad” as a business?

•

Is the world a better place because your
business is in it?

•

Who can we collaborate to achieve these
goals?
.eu
See also: Polman, P., & Winston, A. (2021). Net positive: How courageous companies thrive by giving more than they take. Harvard Business Press.

What else – for a successful circular
economy?
•

Individual action and citizenship – how
we live, how we move around and travel,
what we buy, what we eat

•

Policy interventions – products, business
models and total consumption

•

Collaboration – issues go beyond
company boundaries and expertise
Source:
See: Bocken, N. M. P., Niessen, L., & Short, S. W. (2022). The Sufficiency-Based Circular Economy. Front. Sustain. 3: 899289. doi: 10.3389/frsus.
Image: Bocken, N.M.P., Geradts, T.H.J. (2022). Designing Your Circular Business Model. Stanford Social Innovation Review. Spring
.eu 2022, p. 34-39

Recap

The best way to predict the future is to invent it
(Alan Kay & others)

NANCY BOCKEN

Professor in Sustainable Business
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